Other Languages

旅遊越南語

課程編號: OOLA9001

報名代碼: 1880-1813NW

3762 0820  jolang@hkuspace.hku.hk

越南近年為各國人士的熱門旅遊觀光地。有見及此，本院為有興趣到越南旅遊，及初接觸越南語的人士開辦越南語課程。

HK$3,900 15個星期

Basic Hindi Level 1

Programme Code: OOLA9002

Application Code: 1880-1817NW

3762 0820  jolang@hkuspace.hku.hk

This 12-week course is designed for learners with no previous knowledge of Hindi and equips them with basic Hindi skills. Each session will include class input and interactive learning via various modes like role plays, simulations and learning via presentations.

HK$3,900 36 hours  English

Postgraduate Certificate in Translation

Programme Code: TL002A

Application Code: 1955-TL002A

2910 7607  pg.cad@hkuspace.hku.hk

This programme provides systematic training in translation for those who have a degree in any discipline other than translation.

HK$19,500 per programme  Application Fee: HK$150 (Non-refundable)

6 months  Cantonese and English

Postgraduate Diploma in Translation

Programme Code: TL001A

Application Code: 1970-TL001A

2910 7607  pg.cad@hkuspace.hku.hk

This programme provides systematic training in translation for those who have a degree in any discipline other than translation.

Applicants Should
- have the HKU SPACE Postgraduate Certificate in Translation; or
- (A) hold a bachelor’s degree in any discipline other than translation awarded by a recognized institute or
- (B) hold the membership of the chartered institute of linguists (ciol); and
- have to pass a 3-hour entrance test.

Note (I): New Applicants are required to attend a three-hour entrance test from 7:00pm to 10:00pm on Wednesday, 5 January 2022 at one of the HKU SPACE learning centres (exact venue to be confirmed).

Note (II): Graduates of Postgraduate Certificate in Translation are NOT required to attend the entrance test.

HK$21,500 per programme (subject to be changed)  Application Fee: HK$150 (Non-refundable)

9 months  Cantonese and English
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For more and latest programme information, please visit our website
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